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About This Game

Ever wondered what would happen if you crossed Scrabble with an RPG? Now you don't have to, because Letter Quest is here!

Help Grimm and Rose, a couple of adorable grim reapers, defeat monsters, ghosts, evil bunnies and more using the power of
words!

Gameplay

Letter Quest is a turn-based RPG where players attack monsters by spelling words. But be careful since the monsters know how
to fight back - they can create different letter tiles such as poison, plague, stone, whirlwind, duplicator, spike and flipped, steal

your health, heal themselves, use critical attacks, and much, much more!

Don't worry - Grimm and Rose have a lot of tricks up their sleeves too, including crystal tiles that give special bonuses,
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upgradeable weapons, books that provide unique boosts, special items, upgrades, potions, and more!

Features

40 stages, with 4 unique ways to play each one

Five separate areas, each with unique art and music tracks

Tons of upgrades, books, potions, special items and weapons to help you on your journey

Over 30 monsters to fight

Boss monsters with unique abilities

Over 6 hours of gameplay - much more if you choose to complete everything!

70 quests to complete

52 achievements

A built-in dictionary of over 190,000 English words

Keyboard Support

All of the battles in Letter Quest can be played with keyboard - no more hunting for letters with the mouse if you don't want to!
Simply type letters to add them to the current word, hit backspace to remove the last letter typed, and much more!

Letter Quest also supports setting key bindings for most hot-keys right in the game's options menu.

Bonuses!

Every copy of Letter Quest comes with the full 8-song chiptune-y soundtrack, 4 high-res wallpapers, and some custom avatars.

About Bacon Bandit Games

We're a two-man Canadian game dev team attempting to make great games. Letter Quest is our first game, and we really hope
that you enjoy it!

More Info

http://www.facebook.com/baconbanditgames
http://twitter.com/thebaconbandits
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I know there are a ton of fans of Letter Quest: Grimm's Journey out there, and I appreciate that. I get the casual charm this title
brings, and why people enjoy it. With that being said this title is too standard, the feel too mobile, and the core mechanic too old for
me.

Letter Quest: Grimm's Journey is a build-a-word adventure game built around mobile grind mechanics. It all works well
enough, and if you get into it - you are gonna have a good time. The part that I get hung up on is that the core mechanic of
building words is ages old, and frankly has been done to death. Even with some interesting variations thrown in, it just does
not compel me. I do appreciate the mobile\/lite RPG grind for loot and awards to add replayability, but to be fair the whole
thing feels paper thin.

Again, the problem here is that this title just isn't something that is for me - but I tried it and will weigh in for my Steam
friends. If you are looking for a more progressive typing-based game, I'd check out Epistory - Typing Chronicles or maybe 
Typing of the Dead: Overkill. I'm not necessarily recommending them, but they have a bit more 'game', and bring a bit more
freshness to the genre.

Pros:
+If you get into this, you'll have a fun time
+The price-point is fair, and it is often on sale

Cons:
-There are many word-building typing-based games, and I fail to see what this one does that makes it stand out
-Feels too mobile to me (both the interface and the grindy awards system)
-I don't find it all that fun, frankly

You know what this is. If you are on the fence, I'd suggest waiting for the frequent sale.
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